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Chaotic Fluid Convection and the Fractal Nature of Passive Scalar Gradients
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The chaotic convection of passive scalars by an incompressible fluid is considered. (The convection is

said to be chaotic if nearby fluid elements typically diverge from each other exponentially in time. ) It is

shown that during the time evolution the square of the gradient of chaotically convected passive scalars
typically concentrates on a fractal set. Considerations of the local stretching properties of the flow lead
to a partition function which yields the dimension spectra of the resulting fractal measure. Fractal
structure is a result of the nonuniform stretching of typical chaotic flows.

PACS numbers: 47.25.—c, 05.45.+b
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where we imagine that consideration is restricted to some

region Vo, S denotes a subset of Vo, p (S,t ) is the mea-
sure of the region S with respect to the quantity l Vtt l

and (s(x, t) is the solution of Eq. (1) with some smooth
initial condition p(x, 0) (cf. Refs. 1 and 3 for measure-
ments of l Vy l ).

In this Letter we consider smooth velocity flows v(x, t)
with a long spatial scale of variation. Thus we do not
consider large-Reynolds-number turbulent flows for
which there is a large range of spatial scales in v(x, t).
We will show, however, that even when small scales in

v(x, t) are absent, p(S, t) can have fractal properties. In
particular, we will demonstrate for typical chaotic flows

v(x, t) and small g that, if we examine p at some instant
t =tt, where tt is large but not too large (as explained
below), then the measure p is approximately a multifrac-
tal measure. In particular, down to some minimum spa-
tial scale r;„, the quantity (Vp) concentrates on a frac-
tal due to the typical nonuniform stretching action of the
flow. In general, r;„, the minimum spatial scale for

The convection of passive scalars by fluid flows is a
problem of great practical and fundamental interest. In
the latter regard, it has recently been demonstrated ex-
perimentally' that the square of the gradient of passive
scalars convected by fully developed large-Reynolds-
number turbulent flows displays the same type of inter-
mittent behavior and concentration on a multifractal
measure as does the square of the vorticity of the fluid it-
self. If (tt(x, t) denotes the passive scalar (e.g. , a con-
taminant, temperature perturbation, etc.), then the equa-
tion satisfied by p is

dy/dt (8/Bt+v(x, t) 8/8x]y =&V'(t,

where v(x, t) is the fluid velocity, which we assume to be
incompressible, V v 0, and g is a diffusion coefftcient.
Here we shall be interested in the measure p giving the
distribution of g= (V(tt) 2,

variation of (t will be set by t
~

or by (, depending on how

large t~ is. Initially, the diffusive term, gV p, in Eq. (1)
is negligible for small enough g. As time proceeds,
smaller scales are generated and the minimum scale r;„
eventually reaches a value determined by the diffusion
which is of order (g/coo) 'l, where coo denotes a typical
value of ra=V&v(x, t). In this Letter we consider the
case where t] is large, but not too large, in the sense that
r;„ is very small but is larger than (g/too) 't . (This can
occur if ( is sufficiently small. ) Thus, in this case, the
diffusion can be neglected, and we henceforth set g =0.

In the above, by "chaotic flow" we mean that the tra-
jectory of fluid elements, dx/dt =v(x, t), has a sensitive
dependence on initial conditions. Thus, taking an infin-

itesimal variation Bx from the trajectory x(t), the equa-
tion for Bx(t), d8x/dt =Bx Vv, typically has an exponen-
tially increasing solution corresponding to a positive
Lyapunov exponent,

h= »m 4 'in~lbx«) I/lbx(0) I]]&0.

For our considerations to follow, we assume that v(x, t)
is a prescribed flow with smooth x dependence (deter-
mined by external conditions such as stirring, thermal
convection, etc.). Then integration of dx/dt =v(x, t)
from time t =mT to time t =(trt+1)T defines a map,

x y) =M(x, m),

where x denotes the position of a fluid element at time
t rrtT. [For the case of periodic flows the map is auto-
nomous (i.e., independent of n) if T is chosen to be the

period, v(x, t) =v(x, t+ T).]
We are interested in characterizing the fractal proper-

ties of the measure p by the spectrum of fractal dimen-
sions Dq, where the index q is a continuous parameter.
Roughly speaking, the fractal dimension Dq specifies the
scaling of (p, v '

&, where p, is the measure in a small

square of side e and the average over squares, ( &, is

with respect to the measure p. The average then scales
with e as (tt, q

&
—e ' for small e. In what fol-( —1 ) (q —] )D

lows we shall make use of the partition-function tech-
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nique for obtaining the dimension spectrum associated
with p. Specifically, in Ref. 4 the following partition
function is defined: n iterates

r(z, q, e, [S;j)=g pP/~, (4)

where [S;] denotes a set of cubes of edge lengths e; ~ e
which cover the measure, and p; = p (S, ) is the measure
in cube i I.f q &1 (respectively, q&1), we choose the
set of cubes [S;] so as to make I as large (small) as pos-
sible subject to the constraint t. ; ~ e; that is,

min over [S;]of I (z,q, e, [S;]), if q & 1,
I (zq, e)='

max over [S;J of I (z, q, e, [S;I),if q & l. (5)
We then take the limit t. 0

I (z,q) = lim I (z,q, c) .
0

It can be shown that I (z,q) will be infinite if z exceeds a
critical value, and I (z,q) will be zero if z is less than
this critical value,

0 if i & rq,r(z, q) = ~ ~ if r)rq,
where we have denoted the critical value rq. The dimen-
sion spectrum is then given by

D, =z, /(q - I).
Equation (8) is a spectrum of dimensions since q is a
continuous variable, and the higher-q Dq values charac-
terize the more intense singularities of the multifractal
measure.

We now wish to develop a partition function for the
measure (2). In particular, we wish not to deal explicitly
with the measure of small boxes e;. Rather it is our goal
to estimate I using dynamical properties of the flow (in
particular, the stretching properties inherent in the
chaotic motion). We specialize to the case of two-
dimensional flows and employ a technique previously
utilized for chaotic attractors and chaotic repellers of
dissipative dynamical systems. Suppose we set (=0 in

Eq. (1) and start at t =0 with a uniform gradient field
&(t((x,0). Imagine that we divide the space by a square
grid of unit grid size 8. We now iterate the map (3) n

steps. If 6 is small enough, the action of the map on a
given square will be linear. Thus the map will take an
initial square into a parallelogram. Let A, ~~=—L]~ and

~q~ —=Lq~ be the magnitudes of the eigenvalues of the
Jacobian matrix of the n-times-iterated map for initial
conditions in the jth square, where A, &~ & 1 & X2~ (note
that k~~) q~

=1 since areas are preserved). Then the
parallelogram will be long and thin, with long dimension
X~~6 and short dimension Xq~8, as shown in Fig. 1 (where
the parallelogram has been drawn as a rectangle). We
then cover the resulting parallelogram with smaller
boxes of edge length t.j =X&~6'. There are roughly

Box j

FIG. 1. Schematic illustration for the derivation of Eq.
(1O).

(Interpret the symbol —as "approximately proportional
to.") We thus define the following new partition func-
tion I ~ based on the stretching properties of the flow,

I- (D n) =(L l&v
—~1&D-»+2vl)/(L 2) v (10)

where L&( )xis the largest Lyapunov number of the n
times-iterated map for the orbit originating at the point
x, and the angular brackets denote an average over space
(i.e., over x). Letting n~ ~ in Eq. (10) is analogous to
letting (. 0 in Eq. (6) (recall that for Fig. 1, ej. =6/
)j, ~~). Thus we define a dimension Dv as the value of D at
which the quantity

I i(D, q) = lim I ~(D,q, n)
OO

goes from zero to infinity as (q —1)D increases. Since
the optimization specified by Eq. (5) has not been car-
ried out, Dq ~ Dq. However, it appears to us that our
covering is a rather natural one, and we conjecture that
(at least for hyperbolic cases) Dq =Dv. [This can be
confirmed with the generalized baker's map model (Ott
and Antonsen ).]

Equation (10) implies a fractal dimension when the

X~~ j)(,q, =X~~j such boxes. Let p~ denote the measure ini-
tially in box j. Let p~ denote the measure in one of the
small boxes covering the j parallelogram at iterate n.
Since p is convected by the flow, the gradient of p can in-
crease as nearby points in the fluid with different p
values approach each other. Since, by incompressibility
k2, =I/k~~, chaotic flows will generally lead to an ex-
ponential increase of

~
Vp ~. This is illustrated in Fig. 1,

where we see that
~
&p

~
increases by -Xtj. Thus, since

the area of one of the little boxes used to cover the paral-
lelogram is smaller than the area of box j by a factor
Azj"=X~J ", we have from Eq. (2) p, —=p, [P,p, XPj]
where, in the sum in the denominator, we have taken
into account the fact that the parallelogram is covered
by A. ~,

" small boxes. For smooth long-wavelength initial
spatial variation of p, all the p~ are of the same order
and we obtain P~

—(PJL~~) '. From Eq. (4) we have
I -Q~L&~p Jv/eJ'. Inserting p~ and (.J and setting z=(q
—1)D then yields

q

XL ((2 —12((2 —22+22( / XI 2

J j
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stretching is nonuniform. This follows by our inserting
D =2 in Eq. (10) and noting that for any function f(x)
of a variable x where d f/dx )(0, we have f(x))(f(x),
where the overbar denotes an average over x. Thus, let-
ting f(x) =x'r we find I z(2, q, n) ~ 1 for q & 1 and
I"i(2,q, n) & 1 for q & 1. The inequalities become equal-
ities only when the stretching is uniform. With nonuni-
form stretching as n ~ we have I &

=~ for q ) 1 and
I z 0 for q (1. Thus, by Eqs. (7) and (8), Dv must be
less than 2, and hence the measure is fractal. The exam-
ple to be discussed subsequently clearly shows this effect
of nonuniform stretching.

It is of interest to investigate Eq. (10) for two limiting
cases:

(i) For q =0, Eq. (10) yields I i =(L
1

Di). Since
~ as n ~, we have Dp=2. The interpretation is

that there is an area such that any subset Sp of this area
which itself has positive area has p(Sp) & 0 in the limit
of ti ~, g 0 [cf. Eq. (4)].

(ii) For the limit q~ 1 (the information dimension),
Eq. (10) gives to first order in q

—1 the result

I z—= 1 —(q —1)[ln(L|) —
—,
' D(L| lnL i )/(L 1 )} .

For n ee we have (L|1 nL )1/(Ll)-(1 nL)|n -Thu. s
the coefficient of the q

—1 term in I & becomes large with

n unless D=DI with

(L lnL ) —(L )ln(L )
Di =2 —2

(L lnL )

For the case of a smooth two-dimensional flow (rather
than a discrete map), all the considerations above carry
through with L i replaced by exp(hit), where hl is the
largest Lyapunov exponent calculated for the given ini-

tial condition in the time interval 0 to t, and t denotes the
continuous time variable replacing the discrete time vari-
able n.

As an illustrative example we now consider a particu-
lar time periodic, spatially smooth flow,

V(x, r ) = vp exp+ vp& sinx 8T (t )yp,

where Up„ is a constant shear and DT(t) =Tg b(t
—mT). Integration of dx/dr =v(x, t) through one peri-
od T then yields the standard map, x +i=x +w,
w +i w +Ksinx +i, where w=vp, Ty and K
—vpzvpyT . We examine this flow in the case K» 1. A
linearization of this map yields the following recursion
relation for the solution with the largest Lyapunov ex-
ponent when K»1, 8'w ii =Kcosx +16w . Letting

g +i =cosx +1 we have for the total stretch after n

iterates, L|=K"
i ri, —lri„—2 ril tip i. Following Chiri-

kov's treatment, we note that for large K the standard
map produces an orbit which typically has

i x~+1 —x~ i

»2~ so that the values of x i|mod(2x) can be taken to
be effectively random, independent, and uniformly distri-
buted. Thus we see that this example involves nonuni-

form stretching; Xl on any given iterate is K i cos8i with

8 random and uniformly distributed in 0~ 8» 2z.
Hence by the argument given previously, the measure
will be fractal. We believe that this example is typical in

this regard (viz. , uniform stretching would only occur in

very special cases) and that fractal measures occur for
chaotic flows encountered in practice. To proceed with

our example, we may perform the averages appearing in

Eq. (10) by neglecting correlations between tI; and ri;+1,

where
2~ d0

E(y) =~, icos8i '=z ' G( —,
' (y+1))/G(2 (y+2)),

and G is the gamma function. These averages may then
be inserted in Eq. (10). Demanding that I & be finite as
n ~ produces the following transcendental equation
for Dq'.

q ln2+ In[I(2+ (q —1)D~)]
(q —1)lnK

(12)

3 ln2 —
1

21n (2K) —1
(13)

If lnK is large, then Dq approaches 2 from below as a re-
sult of the fact that the variation in the Lyapunov ex-
ponent (In& =InK+ ln i cos8 i ) for different initial condi-
tions becomes relatively small (i.e., lnK»(ln

i cos8i)).
[Equation (12) implies D~ & 2 —(ln2)/(InK). ] Expand-
ing for q =1 we obtain an explicit expression for the in-

formation dimension,

As a final comment we note that for many flows the
time dependence of the vector field v(x, t) is itself chaot-
ic. In such cases a possible model is to consider the map
M(x, m) in Eq. (3) to be randomly selected according to
some rule at each m (cf. Ott and Antonsen'). The prob-
lem then has similarities with that of spin-glasses.

In conclusion, we have shown that during the time evo-
lution' the square of the gradient of passive scalars con-
vected by chaotic flows in general results in a multifrac-
tal measure, and a theory giving the dimension spectrum
of the measure has been formulated in terms of the
dynamical stretching properties of the flow.

This work was supported by the U.S. Department of
Energy and by the Office of Naval Research.

which is clearly less than 2, again demonstrating a frac-
tal measure.
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